To translate any robot into a clinical environment, it is critical that the robot can seamlessly integrate with all the technology of a modern clinic. MRBot, an MR-stealth brachytherapy delivery device, was used in a closed-bore 3T MRI and a clinical brachytherapy cone beam CT suite. Targets included ceramic dummy seeds, MR-Spectroscopy-sensitive metabolite, and a prostate phantom. Acquired DICOM images were exported to planning software to register the robot coordinates in the imager's frame, contour and verify target locations, create dose plans, and export needle and seed positions to the robot. The coordination of each system element (imaging device, brachytherapy planning system, robot control, robot) was validated with a seed delivery accuracy of within 2 mm in both a phantom and soft tissue. An adaptive workflow was demonstrated by acquiring images after needle insertion and prior to seed deposition. This allows for adjustment if the needle is in the wrong position. Inverse planning (IPSA) was used to generate a seed placement plan and coordinates for ten needles and 29 seeds were transferred to the robot. After every two needles placed, an image was acquired. The placed seeds were identified and validated prior to placing the seeds in the next two needles. The ability to robotically deliver seeds to locations determined by IPSA and the ability of the system to incorporate novel needle patterns were demonstrated. Shown here is the ability to overcome this critical step. An adaptive brachytherapy workflow is demonstrated which integrates a clinical anatomybased seed location optimization engine and a robotic brachytherapy device. Demonstration of this workflow is a key element of a successful translation to the clinic of the MRI stealth robotic delivery system, MRBot.
Introduction
Over the past ten years approximately 400,000 men have been treated for localized adenocarcinoma of the prostate with permanent radioactive seed implantation as primary treatment. A series of steady and incremental improvements over the last twenty years has positioned prostate permanent-seed implants (PPI) among the most popular and efficient modalities to treat prostate cancer, offering one of the highest rates of local disease control (1) (2) (3) (4) . The success of brachytherapy 1 is partly due to the constant technological progress in imaging modalities, dose planning, delivery techniques, and of skilled brachytherapy teams, allowing consistent seed insertion at predefined precise locations within the prostate. Brachytherapy has been in reported clinical practice for almost 100 years (5) . Since the start of the modern era of brachytherapy which was marked by the use of pre-planned ultrasound-guided transperineal seed delivery as proposed and developed by Holm, in which images are acquired and seed locations determined by hand days before the implant procedure in the operating room (6) , techniques have evolved toward adaptive quasi-real-time planning and seed delivery in the operating room (7) .
However, based on long-term follow-up by experienced practitioners, approximately 30% of treatments fail biochemically (8) . Patients treated by physicians who perform the procedure more often are less likely to experience recurrence or death from prostate cancer (9) . Since the majority of procedures are performed by less experienced practitioners, upwards of 100,000 men might still experience a rise in the biomarkers indicating recurrence after a PPI procedure. Physicians have stated explicitly that attention to detail as well as an appreciation of the causative factors for the morbidity will help reduce treatment-related side effects (10) . Biochemical control, for example, is directly related to the biologically effective dose actually delivered to the prostate (11) . Thus, uncertainties are critical: Deviations from the ideal plan, organ motion, and the need to adjust and re-insert multiple needles (several times before reaching the proper position) all contribute to prostate edema and trauma to the surrounding tissues. Edema and trauma can cause side effects and/or jeopardize the prostate dose coverage and the implant effectiveness.
While a number of robotic hardware devices have been and will continue to be emerging from research labs in recent years (some of these are discussed below), a critical component of translating these devices into the clinic is establishing a clinically viable information workflow which integrates modern treatment planning software. A robotic approach for brachytherapy would have the potential to offer every man the opportunity to have a near-perfect seed implant by integrating the precision of the robot, anatomy-based dose optimization, and quasicontinuous imaging. However, while robots are very good at getting where they need to go, they lack the ability to know on their own where to go. The work presented here demonstrates the integration of a robotic brachytherapy system into a clinical workflow which can provide a robot with the where-to-go information.
In order to know where to go, physicians have employed a number of techniques. In the early days of brachytherapy, palpation and intuition were the main methods for determining where to place the radioactive seeds. This method is still used for some procedures, e.g. lining the surface of the cavity created when surgically removing a brain tumor (12) . Modern brachytherapy uses a technique developed in the 1980s which employs transrectal ultrasound imaging to visualize the placement of radioactive seeds via the perineum (6). X-ray imaging was employed to evaluate the dosimetry, however only the bony anatomy was visible on the 2D images (in contrast to the 3D reconstruction of soft tissue available with modern imagers). Therefore, an emphasis was placed on a uniform dose pattern. This forward planning technique emphasized minimal areas of high (hotspots) and/or low (coldspots) concentration of dose. With the improvement of imaging technology such that soft tissue was visible and organ delineation became possible, came anatomy-based dose planning. This method -now known as inverse planning in contrast to forward planning -is a technique in which all nearby organs are identified, digitized in a computer planning system, and expressly considered in the planning of the delivery of the prescribed dose.
Modern robot hardware now offers the ability to precisely insert a needle along any desired straight path in 3D space to reach a desired point consistent with prior imaging. This property -always knowing its exact position in space -is the defining characteristic of a stereotactic robot. Robotic needle insertion devices for performing biopsies are already being introduced in the clinic (13) and servo-type robotic surgical assistants like the da Vinci Surgical System, a device for laparoscopic surgery, have been installed in over 1000 locations worldwide (14). These kinds of servo devices have the potential to provide greater precision and accuracy compared to non-servo, unassisted surgery, and in many cases can be used with realtime and quasi-real-time imaging. Numerous other robotic hardware systems are being developed commercially and in academia for specialized medical procedures (15, 16) . Several groups have recently developed robots capable of operating in open (17, 18) and closed (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) MR scanners, which is particularly difficult due to the limitations placed on robot materials by the magnetic field required for MR imaging.
To translate any robotic device from the workbench to clinic, it must be integrated with the treatment planning software used by modern brachytherapy clinics. The clinical workflow for prostate brachytherapy already consists of various hardware devices communicating with each other and the operators:
. Acquiring an image set of the patient anatomy, . preparing a dose plan by determining the best location for the radioactive sources, and . delivering the seeds via needles through the perineum into the prostate.
To bring a robotic device into a modern brachytherapy clinic, it is necessary to show that it can be integrated into this image/plan/deliver workflow. It would also be beneficial to show that a robotic device can expand the image/plan/deliver workflow into a fully adaptive procedure: Image/plan/begin-delivery/ image/plan/finish-delivery ( Figure 1 ).
The work presented in this paper demonstrates that this is achievable in a standard brachytherapy clinic using the same image-acquisition hardware and dose planning software as is used to treat patients on a daily basis. The use of the robot in two clinical environments is reported: An MRI unit and a brachytherapy suite equipped with a cone beam computed tomography system (CBCT). Both MRI and CBCT environments were used to demonstrate the links between various coordinate systems to enable this workflow: Image acquisition ! Planning ! Robot control ! Robotic seed delivery. These experiments include the use of MR spectroscopic imaging (MRSI), CBCT, inverse planning (IP), and adaptive planning. The MRI was also used to demonstrate that functional imaging can guide the delivery of seeds (or biopsy), while the CBCT environment was used to demonstrate the adaptive planning and delivery process. The work detailed here demonstrates the ability to incorporate a robot into the information flow used in a modern brachytherapy clinic by integrating the robot's seed-delivery workflow with a clinicallyused, image-and anatomy-based seed location optimization engine workflow in a manner that also allows for adaptive seed placement optimization.
Material and methods

Hardware and software
The experiments presented here integrate the adaptive planning and delivery process using a robotic brachytherapy seed delivery device into MR and CBCT environments. The robotic device was operated in a closed-bore 3T MRI system and a clinical brachytherapy suite equipped with a CBCT unit.
Targets included inert ceramic dummy seeds, MRspectroscopy-sensitive metabolite, and a prostate phantom. Acquired DICOM images were exported to a Windows XP PC running the treatment planning system (TPS), OncentraBrachy (Nucletron, Veenendaal, The Netherlands). The TPS was used to register the robot coordinates in the frame of the imager, contour imaged objects, verify target locations, create dose plans -including needle and seed positions, and export target coordinates (needle and seed positions) to the robot.
Robotic system
The MRBot system consists of the robot and its controller unit (Figure 2 ) (19) . The controller unit includes a computer, motion control elements, a series of electro-pneumatic and electro-optical interfaces, and a brachytherapy seed magazine and delivery system. The robot fits into a standard closed-bore MR imager and is designed to interact with the patient inside the imager. The controller sits outside the MR imaging room and is connected to the robot by plastic hoses which carry air and fiber optic wires. To achieve full MR imaging compatibility, the entire robot is built of nonmagnetic and dielectric materials. The only metallic part of the robot is the MR imagingcompatible titanium needle. Standard hospital-room vacuum and air were used to operate the robot. The robot is built to operate on up to 120 p.s.i. Our hospital system operates on 60 p.s.i. At this pressure the actuator action of the pneumatic motor is about 50% slower than at 120 p.s.i., but the specs of the robot are otherwise unaltered.
A pneumatic actuator was specifically developed for this application. Unlike other types of pneumatic motors, this actuator uses a stepper motor's principle of operation and thereby achieves high precision in a safe and easily controllable manner (25) . The linear size of one step is 0.055 mm. Pressure waves are used Figure 1 . An adaptive robotic brachytherapy image/plan/begin-delivery/image/plan/finish-delivery information workflow. This workflow begins with the acquisition of an MR or CT set of images of the patient. These images are then transferred via DICOM format to a treatment planning system where the anatomy is contoured and the needle and seed locations (i.e. a dose plan) are determined. The dose plan is transferred to the robot control unit which executes the instructions necessary to position the robot to insert the needles and deliver the seeds. Prior to placing all the seeds, an adaptive planning would entail returning to the beginning of the workflow to re-image the patient, determine the actual position of the already-placed seeds, and re-plan the remaining seeds if necessary to fine tune the dose distribution. Note, ultrasound is not included in the figure because adaptive brachytherapy requires the visualization of already-placed seeds. Identifying and locating seeds using ultrasound images is extremely difficult: Post-implant dosimetry is routinely done using CT imaging.
to set the motors in motion. These waves are created by a pneumatic distributor remotely located in the controller unit and are transmitted to the robot through the plastic hoses. The actuation is encoded by using fiber optics; the motors use pressurized air and light but no electricity. To meet standard safety requirements for the use in medical applications, the robot's motors are designed for fail-safe operation. Any form of malfunction leads to a lock and cannot result in uncontrolled motion beyond the size of one step (0.055 mm).
The motors provide the robot with five degrees of freedom to place and orient an end effector (the tip of the robot in the foreground of Figure 2a as desired. The present end effector has one additional controlled degree of freedom to set the depth of the needle insertion, and three end-of-strike degrees of freedom to manipulate a titanium needle (18 gauge, 15 cm long) and to deploy brachytherapy seeds automatically (19) .
In addition, this study takes advantage of the fact that the materials of the robot are fully compatible with a CT environment. The design uses only low-Z materials, and therefore produces minimal scatter from the robot itself during image acquisition ( Figure 3 ).
For each set of seeds along one optimized needle 2 path, the robot head is positioned at the entry point for that optimized needle. The robot needle is inserted to the desired depth and a seed is dropped, the robot needle is then partially retracted to reach the next seed position and a seed is dropped. This is repeated for all seeds in the given optimized needle. Then the robot head moves to the entry point of the next optimized needle and the insertion process is repeated.
Imaging environments MR imaging technique
All imaging studies were performed on a 3.0-Tesla whole body MR scanner (Signa; GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI, USA). Phantom/specimens were positioned inside of a Signa HD knee coil (GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI, USA) used for MR signal reception with the body coil being used for signal excitation 3 . MRI sequences acquired included a 3-plane fast single shot spin echo localizer (scout) with the following parameters TR/TE = 1300/85 ms, echo train length = 16, slice thickness = 5 mm, interslice gap = 3 mm, field of view = 35 cm, matrix 256 Â 192. To check the positioning of the sample and prescribe the thin-section high spatial resolution axial spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) T1-weighted images the following were used: TR/TE = 16.5/3.3 ms, flip angle 12
, field of view = 35 cm, slice thickness = 1-2 mm, interslice gap = 0 mm, matrix 256 Â 192. The high spatial resolution T1 weighted images were used to register the position of the robot in the coordinate frame of the 3T MR scanner using MRI visible A.
B. Figure 2 . The MRBot robotic brachytherapy seed delivery system: (a) The robot is designed to fit inside a closed-bore MR system and is fully MR compatible, (b) the robot is attached to the control unit via air tubes and fiber optic cables.
markers installed on the nose of the robot and for targeting regions of interest for robotic needle placement. For 3D Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Imaging (MRSI) needle targeting studies, a solution of 40 mM choline (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was injected into a 5 mm diameter cavity within the gel phantom. Elevated choline has been shown to be one of the most specific metabolic markers of prostate cancer (27) . Localized 1H spectroscopic data were acquired using a spin-echo point-resolved spectroscopy sequence with 3D phase encoding. Data sets were acquired as 16 Â 8 Â 8 phase-encoded spectral arrays, with a TR/TE of 1,000/130 and a 17-minute acquisition time (26) . In post-processing, the spatial resolution was interpolated from eight to 16 points in both the anteroposterior and craniocaudal directions yielding a nominal voxel size of 0.09 cm 3 . The choline peak area was numerically integrated and the resulting choline peak area images were zero filled to the resolution of the high spatial resolution T1 weighted images. Colored choline peak area contours were overlaid on the corresponding T1 weighted images and used for needle targeting. Since the 3D 1H MRSI data was acquired within the same exam using the same RF coils as the T1 weighted images, the metabolic and MRI data are already aligned.
Conebeam CT A Simulix-Evolution TM CBCT simulator with an amorphous silicon flat panel detector with the Oncentra Simulation user interface (Nucletron, Veenendaal, The Netherlands) was used for the CT-based experiments. The following acquisition parameters were used: Full beam 100 kV x-rays at 16.0 mA with a imaging matrix of 512 Â 512 pixels; slice thickness of 2 mm and using the built-in SmartScatter photon scattering correction.
Planning software
This TPS features two important characteristics necessary for quasi-real-time adaptive brachytherapy using a robot. First, it provides efficient DICOM image loading and manipulating functions. Second, all dose planning and delivery steps, including organ segmentation, catheter reconstruction, dose optimization, etc., are performed in the reference coordinate system of the DICOM images. All coordinate information for target locations were obtained through the clinical TPS software. The TPS interfaces natively with the IPSA TM (28-31) inverse planning algorithm, which can be used for both high-dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy and PPI. Although many of the characteristics of the robot are such that it can be used both for PPI and HDR brachytherapy, the experiments reported in this paper were performed for PPI. The TPS was used to perform the initial steps: Image loading, organ segmentation, and needle patterns. Organ contours and possible needle locations were then transferred to a research version of IPSA (similar to the version (28) available in the TPS, Spot-PRO, a PPI clinically available dose optimization and planning system) 4 . Dose constraints and organ contours were used by IPSA and optimal seed locations were determined. The resulting seed coordinates were then entered manually into the robot control system.
Results
Robot registration
To align the robot with the patient and the target anatomy, it is necessary to register the position of the robot in the coordinate frame of the imaging system. This procedure is the same for both the MR and CBCT systems. A special registration marker was installed on the nose of the robot. This marker is a continuous shape composed of an ellipse and a line segment (Figure 3d ) and allows for the determination of the location and orientation of the robot's six degrees of freedom. Once the robot was fixed within the imager, an initial scout image was obtained to determine the gross positioning of the robot. The position of the markers was then registered using the scout image.
After the acquired volume was exported in DICOM format to the PC controller unit of the robot, the intersections of the markers with the planes of the MR sections were automatically identified and the registration transformation from the robot to the image was constructed using an automatic registration algorithm. This registration algorithm was previously developed and tested; it works with an intrinsic registration accuracy > 1 mm (32) .
The registration of the robot reference frame to the reference frame of the imager is done only once throughout the procedure. This registration is valid until the robot is disassembled from the imaging couch or otherwise moved.
Single target in a homogeneous gel phantom. To verify the robot registration, an imagable target was created by hand placing a ceramic seed inside a gel phantom via a standard clinical PPI insertion needle. This phantom was then placed inside a Signa HD knee coil, and both were secured on the MRI bench. The robot was moved into position alongside the phantom and secured. The bench was then positioned inside the bore of the MR device. A scout image of the setup was taken to verify that the registration markers of the robot and the entire phantom were in the field of view of the imager. After the registration, a full-quality image was taken and exported in DICOM format to the planning system.
In this case, the ceramic target seed was digitized and its coordinates identified. The coordinates of the ceramic seed were then chosen as the target coordinates for the placement of a seed by the robotic device. The planning system coordinates were then translated into the robot's coordinate system and transferred to the robot's control system by hand. With the coordinates of the target now synchronized with the coordinates of the gel and the ceramic seed, the robot was instructed to place the seed. The result can be seen in Figure 4b and c.
Single target in bovine muscle. To verify accurate seed placement in a non-homogeneous environment, the same experiment was performed using bovine muscle.
An imagable target seed was placed by hand in the sample. This was then placed inside the knee coil and attached -along with the robot -to the bench. The robot location was registered and an image set was acquired. The target seed was visible and is indicated by the arrow in Figure 5a . The needle that was used to place this seed by hand entered from the righthand side of the image. The target seed was digitized and its coordinates were transferred to the robot. The robot's needle was inserted to the target location. A new image set was acquired to verify the location of the needle. The tip of the needle can be seen at the target location in Figure 5b . Note the larger MR signal (black circle) of the titanium needle tip. The seed was then deposited and the needle retracted. A final image set was acquired. The deposited seed can be seen in Figure 5c . Note the cylindrical extension of the black region at the robot-placed location. This is a result of the robot's seed driver mechanism: When inserting the seed a small pocket of air can be pushed ahead of the seed. This is not unique to this robot's delivery mechanism; it also occurs during the standard clinical hand placement of seeds. This pocket of air filled the cut in the tissue made by the needle which placed the target seed (the target seed's needle was inserted from the upper right portion of the tissue sample).
MRSI-based target. Since MRSI-based planning is also of interest, a registration and targeting test was run using MRSI information. MRS-imagable metabolite was placed in a gel phantom which was subsequently scanned. The MR images were then analyzed using the technique discussed above. The target coordinates were identified using the MRS information and transferred to the robot. A dummy seed was placed by the robot at the MRS-defined target location (Figure 5d and e). The seed was placed within 3 mm of the target.
Upon completion of the registration studies portion of these experiments, the use of a human prostate phantom (CIRS Model 053-MM (33)) was initiated. The goal here was to evaluate the range of motion of the robot and determine its ability to deposit seeds in a human-sized prostate. An MR image set of the prostate phantom was acquired and transferred to the TPS where the prostate and urethra were contoured. An apex location was chosen (in this case it was located outside of the phantom) and a cone-based implant using three needles and 11 seeds was generated. The range of motion of the robot allowed the necessary access to the prostate gland.
CT-based studies
In this phase of the experiment, the feasibility of clinically deploying image-guided robotic, inverse-planned (IGRIP) brachytherapy was explored using the MR stealth robot and the ability to link the CBCT images, the planning system, the robot control, and the robot in an information workflow was demonstrated. Because the CBCT system has an open architecture (Figure 6 ), visual and mechanical access to the robot and target can be obtained without moving the system. This is not true for the closed bore of the MR system. To demonstrate adaptive dose planning, a CBCT of a prostate phantom was acquired and contoured.
The setup is shown in Figure 6 . The specific elements of the workflow used for these studies are:
. Obtain an image the target, . transfer the images to the treatment planning system, . generate the treatment plan (either by hand or using IPSA), . send seed and needle position information to the robot control device, . execute the robot control commands for positioning the end effector in the correct orientation for insertion of the needle, . verify the end effector placement and trajectory by eye to confirm proper gross orientation and position, . execute the commands to insert the needle and drop the seeds.
Up until this point all the steps completed are the essence of IGRIP brachytherapy and are performed whether or not an adaptive procedure is desired. To implement the adaptive portion of the workflow, the following elements were included:
. re-image the target after a given number of needles have been inserted and seeds placed, . re-evaluate the treatment plan to determine actual seed locations, . evaluate dosimetry and determine if re-optimization is necessary, . repeat the above steps for every intra-operative image set obtained.
For this study, IPSA was used to generate a seed plan based on a needle pattern that used four entry points. Each entry point was used as the apex of a cone within which two or three needles were placed. Coordinates for ten needles and 29 seeds were transferred to the robot. After every two needles placed, an image of the phantom was acquired. The already-placed seeds were identified and validated prior to placing the seeds of the next two needles. Figures 7a-g show successive sagittal images of the phantom after every two needles. The first two images show the robot head with the needle extended.
Discussion
As mentioned in the introduction, a number of novel robotic brachytherapy devices will be leaving the lab and heading toward the clinic. Each system has its strengths and weaknesses. Of particular interest for all these systems is the technology to (1) introduce needles into the body causing minimal distortion of the organs and their relative position and orientation and/or (2) compensate for these changes. For example, Moerland et al. have discussed a robot (23) that minimizes distortions by utilizing a tapping method. The robot discussed here uses a very fast insertion stroke to take advantage of the rest inertia of the organs to minimize distortions on insert. Item 1 touches on an area of research that hopefully will produce results beneficial to the field as a whole -namely modeling of the needle-tissue interaction -and there have been some promising results including the results of (34) and that for curved needles (35) . Of interest in this paper however is addressing item 2 and compensating for these inevitable changes via an adaptive planning workflow.
To make this transition successful and to fully tap the potential these robotic devices have to offer, a clinical workflow must be developed that can incorporate seamlessly these devices. This work here accomplished precisely this. The workflow demonstrated here incorporates the robotic hardware, imaging devices, and planning systems into a procedure that takes full advantage of the software planning abilities of a modern brachytherapy clinic. Designing and building a robotic brachytherapy device is a significant accomplishment. But in order to be used efficiently and effectively in the clinic, the robotic device must be able to communicate with other hardware, imaging and planning software, and the human A.
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G. operators of these devices. This workflow demonstrates a method for achieving this synergy: A synergy that will allow for further improvement in brachytherapy care. Reducing uncertainties is critical to further advancement of brachytherapy. In addition, the range of therapeutic outcomes reported in the literature is wide -ranging from the upper ninetieth percentile for recurrence free survival to as high as 30% biochemical failure. This dichotomy may be a result of a correlation between physician skill and therapeutic outcome for prostate permanent-seed implants. Placing seeds accurately and precisely is a skill which takes years of practice to hone, but is also the key factor in mitigating the radiation-induced side effects that are common after brachytherapy treatment.
The most common prostate brachytherapy practice incorporates the use of a regularly-spaced template for the positioning of needles and seeds. One of the benefits of incorporating a robotic device is the ability to remove this template from the clinical workflow. Without the restriction of a fixed template more degrees of freedom are available for the insertion of the needles or catheters (36) (37) (38) (39) . It has been shown (40) that this may aid in reducing the deleterious side effects that can be caused by trauma to the critical structures near the penile bulb like the cavernous arteries along the side of the penile bulb (41) , by increasing the ability to avoid these structures.
A stereotactic robotic device will also mitigate this needle puncture trauma. This robot and the workflow presented here will have the largest impact in those clinics where the physician is new to the field or lacks the decades of experience necessary to master the art of brachytherapy seed placement. During a PPI procedure, it is not uncommon for the physician to have to insert each needle multiple times in an effort to ensure it is in precisely the correct position for the deposition of the seeds. Clearly in the hands of well established physicians, the average number of corrections per needle will be close to zero. However, observation of medical residents clearly indicates that one to three redirections per needle are common for those with little hands-on experience. For large prostates an implant can contain up to 30 needles and a total number of punctures (initial insertion + redirections) of two to four per needle leads to 60-120 full or partial needle paths. Because of its explicit knowledge of the relevant coordinate systems, a stereotactic robot like the one used for these experiments can execute an implant using only one needle insertion per needle. This would reduce the volume of tissue cut by the needles and therefore has the potential to significantly reduce trauma and puncture-induced edema.
In addition to trauma another factor of standard brachytherapy that can benefit from improved delivery techniques is seed placement uncertainty. This uncertainty can lead to inadequate dose coverage of the target organ or overdosage of the healthy structures. One method to account for uncertainty that is already starting to be implemented in the clinic (7, 42) , but would benefit from a stereotactic robotic device is adaptive planning, in which the plan is modified as more information is gathered during the course of the implant procedure. Foster et al. demonstrated a PPI procedure which allows for updating the dose planning software with the actual position of the placed needle tip immediately after its insertion and prior to dropping the seeds. It is done in this way since the needle is clearly visible on the ultrasound image. The repositioning of the needle tip slightly effects the coordinates of the seeds to be deposited in that pre-loaded needle. This information is automatically registered by the TPS. Westendorp et al. showed that intraoperative adaptive brachytherapy procedures can have an impact on the dosimetry of the final implant. Both of these procedures allow for more accurate post-implant dosimetry and can allow a physician to determine whether there are parts of the prostate which do not receive a sufficient dose. If so, additional seeds can be placed to fill in the gaps in the coverage. These works suggest a clear impact on toxicity. It has recently been shown that a robotic device can be used in an MR environment to implant individual radioactive seeds in the prostate of live canines (43) . In that study, images were acquired and inert seeds locations were determined one-byone by eye. This study, in contrast, demonstrates that the robot can access the entirety of the generally larger human prostates and used computer-based planning to generate seed positions.
IGRIP brachytherapy requires the integration of a robotic device into the clinical workflow and it is Figure 7 . Intra-operative verification of the placement of PPI seeds. Panels a and b show the robot head with the needle extended along with the phantom. The contrast window level has been modified in panel b compared to panel a to show the internal structure of the phantom. The three round white dots above the needle (easily seen in panel b) were glued to the outside surface of the phantom -they can be seen in each figure and serve as a reference point. Panel c, d, e, f, and g were taken after two, four, six, eight, and all ten needles, respectively, were placed. These figures show the ease of which the seeds can be identified in the CT environment. In contrast, reliable seed identification is nearly impossible using ultrasound imaging techniques. necessary to be able to seamlessly transfer coordinate system information between all the elements in the process. These experiments addressed each element of the workflow depicted in Figure 1: . Validated the communication of reference systems between imaging, planning, and robotic delivery; . demonstrated the ability to operate the robot in a clinical CBCT & MR environments; . demonstrated the ability to use MR Spectroscopy to guide the robot to a target location; . demonstrated the ability to use the MR-guided robot to deliver a seed to a desired location in non-homogeneous soft tissue (bovine muscle); . demonstrated the ability to use quasi-real-time image guidance to validate the location of the brachytherapy needle at the delivery site prior to depositing the seed; . implemented a full brachytherapy treatment procedure in a prostate phantom, including imaging, robot registration to the image coordinate system, generating a dose plan using IPSA, transferring the planned seed coordinates to the robot, delivering the seeds with the robot, and imaging to verify seed placement locations.
Incorporating robots, image guidance, and inverse planning can mitigate the disparity between morepracticed and less-experienced clinicians. Some of the most promising advancements that can immediately be addressed in the current brachytherapy paradigm are reducing needle-puncture-induced edema and improving the conformality of the delivered dose to the diseased tissues through improved seed placement accuracy. However, stereotactic robotics devices will also be able to push brachytherapy into a new paradigm by enabling access to body sites previously unavailable for brachytherapy treatment. The current permanent seed brachytherapy paradigm relies on real-time image guidance and often a pre-fabricated regular-grid template of possible needle positions for placement of the radioactive seeds. Because of this, brachytherapy is mostly limited to areas of the body that have predictable disease topology (prostate cancer), and/or easily accommodate naked-eye or ultrasound imaging: Prostate and gynecological cancers (transrectal ultrasound), eye and skin lesions (nakedeye). However, a stereotactic device -because of its explicit link to the reference frame of the patient -can both do away with the template guide to allow for vastly more degrees of freedom in needle positioning and not require real-time imaging for implantation. This could allow access to a broad range of anatomical sites like the liver, pelvic side wall, or the densely packed structures of the head and neck.
Through the course of the work with this particular robotic device, elements of the robotic design that can still be optimized for use in the clinic were identified. To obtain the best possible access to the prostate target while avoiding sensitive structures, the conical needle pattern was employed, which, along with other robot-deliverable non-standard catheter patterns, has been shown to provide treatment benefits (40) . The range of needle angles achievable was limited slightly by the range of motion of the robot in the anteroposterior direction (translation). In addition the range of angles in the anteroposterior direction is adequate for an average human prostate (as exemplified by the CIRS phantom -30 cc), provided a precise mounting of the robot on the treatment couch is employed. A larger range of motion would allow for less stringent setup positioning. This can be remedied by extending the range of the actuator motors and/or moving the motors closer to each other and will be implemented in the next design of MRBot.
The seed magazine is located on the control device, which can lead to difficulties associated with sterilization and radiation protection. Although the robot is designed such that the same needle is used for the insertion of all seeds and therefore the needle needs only be exchanged at the end of the implant procedure, it may be needed on occasion to exchange the needle. This process requires approximately 15 minutes with the current design: A costly period during an operating room procedure. Finally, the needle insertion mechanism operates on the principle that a fast insertion utilizes the rest inertia of the organs to minimize tissue movement and deformation. However in some circumstances, it would be clinically beneficial to be able to have control of the needle insertion speed. The next version of the robot will be designed to address these issues.
Conclusions
In order to bring a stereotactic robot into the clinic, it must be incorporated into a clinical workflow. This was achieved by demonstrating these proofs of concept:
. The ability to link multiple coordinate systems, . the ability to guide a needle-placement robot using MR spectroscopy, . the ability to implement an image guided workflow, and . the ability to perform image-guided inverseplanned robotic delivery in both CBCT and MRI environments.
An adaptive, image-guided delivery workflow was demonstrated in both MR or CBCT imaging environments. This process allows for needle adjustment (retraction and reinsertion) in the case that the needle is in the wrong position. Also demonstrated was the ability to robotically deliver seeds to locations determined by an anatomy-based seed-location planning system, and the ability of the system to incorporate novel (non-rectangular-template-based) seed/needle patterns that can avoid penetrating sensitive organs (e.g. penile bulb, rectum, urethra) and circumvent the pubic arch.
The MRI-stealth robotic system, MRBot, was used for the first time in a clinical CBCT environment. It was successfully shown that the reference systems of both imaging devices, the brachytherapy planning system, and the robot control can be registered to guide the delivery of a seed to within 2 mm of a target. Various types of targets were used including ceramic dummy brachytherapy seeds, MR-spectroscopysensitive metabolite, and a physical model of the anatomy of the prostate region.
Specific limitations of the MRBot when used in an adaptive planning brachytherapy environment were identified -these will be addressed in future designs. On the research side the MRI robot is currently updated for clinical trials of MRI-guided prostate biopsy. For MRI-guided brachytherapy steps are currently being taken for the development of a commercial system that combines the MRI robot technology with brachytherapy algorithms as presented in this paper.
